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ABSTRACT
Morphogenomics, a relatively new research area, involves understanding
the role played by information regulation in the emergence of diverse
natural and artificially generated morphologies. Performative building skin
systems as a bottom-up parametric formation of context aware interdependent, ubiquitously communicating components leading to the
development of continually performative systems is one of the multi-scalar
derivations of the aforementioned Morphogenomic understanding.The
agenda of adaptations for these building skins specifically corresponds to
three domains of adaptation: structural, behavioral and physiological
adaptations resulting in kinetic adaptability, energy generation,
conservation, transport and usage principles as well as material property
based changes per component.The developed skins adapt in real time via
operating upon ubiquitous communication and data-regulation protocols
for sensing and processing contextual information. Computational
processes and information technology based tools and techniques such as
parametric design, real-time simulation using game design software,
environmental information mapping, sensing and actuating systems coupled
with inbuilt control systems as well as manufacturing physical models in
collaboration with praxis form a vital part of these skin systems.These
experiments and analysis based on developing intrinsic inter-dependencies
between contextual data, structure and material logistics thus lay the
foundation for a new era of continually performing, self powering, realtime adaptive intelligent building skin systems.
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1. Introduction
Architectural praxis is in continuous state of change.The introduction of
information technology based design techniques, new building information
modeling protocols, new policy demands coupled together with
environmental and cultural fluctuations are all open-ended dynamic
phenomena which demand the development of adaptive design techniques,
processes, for developing performative building solutions. Conventional topdown design thinking with its focus on developing and understanding
buildings as inert forms, populated with artificial mechanical systems for
their sustainment thus needs to be critically analyzed and re-thought in
order to attain a state of continual performance via real-time adaptation of
the built form and its constituents in a sustainable manner.
Contemporary research investigations into evolutionary and
developmental biology on the other hand (as regards adaptation, efficiency,
robustness, redundancy and differentiation) already display excellent models
via which natural systems acquire efficient performance. A research
investigation termed ‘Morphogenomics’ was thus initiated by the author in
order to understand and apply the role played by componential information
communication and regulation in real-time in such natural systems.
Understanding this informatics constituent specifically involved studying the
structure, behavior, and interactions of natural and artificial systems that
store, process and exchange information. A variety of iteration and
differentiation based processes operating in natural systems tend to develop
highly adaptive, self organizing formations [1].These formations apart from
displaying highly performative traits concerning structural, environmental
and metabolic criteria are also equally interest provoking when
understanding them in the context of polymorphic topologies [2]. A realtime adaptive process of evolution in time, corresponding to internal genetic
regulations and external environmental factors in nature was thus seen as a
vital domain of research. A shift in thinking pertaining to designing systemic
formations which can adapt and evolve in relation with their contextual
settings via ubiquitous information exchange as opposed to developing inert
aesthetically glorious forms is a vital step emphasized upon in this research
project. Such an informatics based network of information thus serves
as a determining factor for deciphering architectural nomenclature, while
allowing digital manipulation of form in the design process [3, 4],
and enabling mass-customization in digital manufacturing.Tools and
methodologies in the computational domain pertaining to the understanding
and simulation of such diverse natural growth, development and
hybridization processes have been extremely efficient in forming the
backbone for our understanding of such dynamic phenomena [5].
Hyperbody (the research group represented by the first author Dr. Nimish
Biloria), through its own initiative of understanding the informatics oriented
behavior of natural systems has been experimenting with computational
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techniques such as real-time multi-agent interaction, complex systems and
swarm simulations over the past six years [6]. Associative data models,
which model everything having a discrete independent existence as an
entity, and relationships between them as associations are specifically used
as a computational methodology throughout this research for developing
parametric associations between the proposed skin components and their
adaptive behavior.This Morphogenomics research agenda after two years of
extensive multi-scalar applications (urban and architectural scale)
subsequently led to the conception of building skin systems (component
scale) in the form of bottom-up parametric formations of inter-dependent,
ubiquitously communicating components for conceptualizing continually
performative systems.
Four distinct research experiments:The stomata membrane, Hyper Human
Heart, Habitual inversion and the H(eye)light, each built upon the aforementioned adaptation principles catering to wind, water, light and interior
interaction are exemplified upon. Computational processes and information
technology based tools and techniques such as parametric design [7], real-time
simulation using game design software, environmental information mapping,
sensing and actuating systems coupled with inbuilt control systems as well as
manufacturing physical models in collaboration with praxis form a vital part
of these skin systems.These experiments and analysis based on developing
intrinsic inter-dependencies between contextual data, structure and material
logistics thus lay the foundation for a new era of continually performing, self
powering, and real-time adaptive intelligent building skin systems.

1.1. Adaptation:Theoretical underpinnings
Adaptation, a vital theme for the skins research also forms a critical process
in the field of Evolutionary Biology which is specifically concerned with the
origin of species from a common descent and descent of species, as well as
their change, multiplication and diversity over time. Adaptation as a process
can be defined as the change in living organisms that allow them to live
successfully in an environment. It enables living organisms to cope with
environmental stresses and pressures. Adaptations can be structural,
behavioral or physiological [8]:
•

•
•

Structural adaptations are special body parts of an organism that help
it to survive in its natural habitat (e.g., skin color, shape, body
covering).
Behavioral adaptations are special ways a particular organism behaves
to survive in its natural habitat (e.g., phototropism).
Physiological adaptations are systems present in an organism that
allow it to perform certain biochemical reactions (e.g., making
venom, secreting slime, and homeostasis).

These three features, namely structural, behavioral and physiological
adaptation, in the architectural domain formulate the crux for developing
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the bottom-up performative skin systems. A component based approach can
thus be embarked upon where akin to cells in natural systems, components
can be seen as intelligent building entities endowed with abilities of
structural, behavioral and physiological adaptations. In the case of building
components, adhering to a performative agenda (per component) these
three aspects of adaptation are interpreted in the following manner:
•

•

•

Structural adaptations is seen as a by-product of the interdependence between geometry, material and fabrication based
affordances in order to produce structurally stable component
variations (e.g. Creating morphological variations of the same
component in terms of shape, size)
Behavioral adaptations is closely associated with the domain of
responsive interaction which the component should inherit in order
to successfully survive and communicate with its context in both
active and pro-active ways (e.g. kinetic abilities, information exchange
abilities, ambient abilities, sensorial abilities)
Physiological adaptations in the case of building components is
directly linked with the manner in which the component can deal
with issues of self sustainment (e.g. energy conservation, retention
and dispensation abilities, power generation, distribution and
circulation abilities)

Four distinct research experiments:The stomata membrane, Hyper
Human Heart, Habitual inversion and the H(eye)light, each built upon the
above mentioned adaptation principles catering to wind, water, light and
interior interaction were thus initiated.The four research projects operate
upon specific background research which best mimicked their performance
criteria such as the operational sequences of a stomata pore found in
leaves used for internal and external exchange of gas, and water vapor,
the regulatory sequences of a human heart, understanding habitual
programmatic routines while at the same time allowing for the subversion
of such routines through user interaction and the study of multi-layered
polymorphic surfaces.The research projects took shape in an iterative
fashion as exemplified in the following section.

2.The morphogenomic process
In order to test and develop this theoretical parallel of adaptation in
the AEC domain (as mentioned in section 1.1) the following iterative
framework of Morphogenomic design-research was followed per
experiment.

2.1. Abstract machines: A formal approach
In order to develop a computational logic for understanding natural
dynamics, issues pertaining to philosophy and theory (based on the
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understanding of Deleuzian notions of population, intensive and topological
thinking) in order to develop the designer’s intent as regards the
components performative qualities and the simultaneous development of
analogue algorithmic sequences were incorporated during the conceptual
development phase of the skin component.
The creation of topological genetic-body plans (essentially non-metric),
which could give rise to a variety of morphologies embodying different metric
structures thus became a logical underpinning for deciphering computational
logistics per design team.The notion of an abstract machine as defined by
Deleuze [9] as abstract, singular, creative, real, non-concrete, actual, noneffectuated consolidated aggregate of “matters-functions” served as an effective
mode of communicating psychological intent and aspirations of the researcher
teams per experiment. In order to study solar patterns and associated weather
data, a location within the Netherlands; Delft, was specifically chosen as a
datum for all the research projects.As a formal approach, analogue
components per research team were developed on the basis of topological
and morphological linkages via physically establishing inter-dependences
between geometry, material and fabrication based affordances for producing
structurally stable component variations (Figure 1).These analogue
components and their topological make-up itself served as a blueprint for
kinetic adaptations which the component can inherit as a response to
environmental factors as well as interior user interactions.These variations are
strictly based upon issues pertaining to material properties such as stress and
strain, fatigue failure, flexibility, number of joints, degree of bending etc.
Interfacing these material driven constraints with possible opening/closing,
sliding, bulging etc based kinetic adaptations per component, logics for
responding to environmental variations and user interaction to address
performative issues (such as light regulation, water collection/diversion, air flow
regulation etc) per research group were articulated.
! Figure 1. Abstract machines
developed as initial notational diagrams
for conceptualizing adaptation
principles.
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In order to precisely derive informational logics from these analogue
components, notational sequences for each kinetic modulation and the
ensuing component make-up variation (in terms of geometric variations in
the x, y and z dimensions) were strictly registered in order to develop
algorithms which would serve as parametric rule-sets per experiment.
Furthermore, based on the emergent geometric affordances brought forth
by each components kinetic adaptation, a population matrix of the
component operating as a multi-layered analogue model was developed
purely for testing the stability of the entire population (Figure 2).
" Figure 2. Analogue notational
sequences and its digital conversion and
population on a doubly curved surface
for initial component geometry
articulation.

# Figure 3. Initial simulations of a
component population conducted by
the Stomata research group displaying
variations in the opening (z axis) per
component based on sun direction
and angle.Two components addressing
wind and water based performance
are shown on the right.

Digital parametric models per component (as shown in Figure 2) were
subsequently developed on the basis of the acquired notational data.
Simulations and animations for testing the proposed behavior based in a
digital environment as a parallel check with the built analogue populations
were also conducted per group (Figure 3).
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2.2. Information mapping: An informatics approach
After developing analogue abstract machines per research group as the basis
for topological, material and structural inter-relations and based on analogue
notation based parametric rule set development, detailed information maps
outlining associative relations between multiple parameters were developed.
Parameters concerning environmental data such as rainfall, sun direction,
solar angle, moisture content, wind direction and speed etc were derived
from weather databases as well as real-time simulations developed within
the Hyperbody group.
The information diagrams in its first iteration developed per research
group elaborated upon associative linkages between dynamic environmental
parameters and a component’s parts (layers), its topological transformation, its
attributes and its functions (Figure 4).A diagrammatic representation of how a
component’s morphology will vary over time in relation with its contextual
data as well as graphical portrayals of the resulting interaction scenarios of a
population of these components is elaborated upon at this stage.
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absolute

: fixed

season

summer
winter
frozen

weather

sunny days
rainy days

orientation

sunny side
shadow side

air needed

: adjustable

light needed

: adjustable

visibility

: fixed

loading

: dynamic

sound proof
thermal insulation
light accessibility

position

length of stripes
depth of stripes
bendability
the whole length
overlapped length
section
length
strength
section

initial dimension of
the opening
light accessibility
operational dimension
of the opening

visibility
structural ability

length
strength
transparent/opaque
radius
top height
bottom height

light accessibility
visibility
ventilation

The second iteration of the information modeling added more detailed
information pertaining to program which the skins would be enveloping. A
scenario for developing a Faculty of Architecture with its various
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Parameters

mixture proportion

materiality
Sliding groove

Functions

$ Figure 4. Information diagram
elaborating a strategy for inter-relating
environmental parameters and
topological transformations of a skin
system.

programmatic requirements was thus adopted as a test case for the
proposed skin systems. Since each program within the test case has a
specific external performative requirement in terms of the amount of light,
wind, humidity as well as internal performative requirements as regards the
needs of the users of such programs.Two strategies for mapping respective
components and for determining their scale and combinations (based on
their performance criteria) are thus developed.
The first is the resultant of information mapping of environmental
data pertaining to the specific geographic location for mapping a
combinatorial pattern suitable for populating specific performative
components based on the morphological make-up of a given surface
(Figure 5a). This results in the generation of a pattern which is based
on the given surface’s curvature, height variation, orientation as well as
wind direction.

$ Figure 5a. Information mapping of
environmental data on a given
morphology; the pink pattern for
mapping light control components, the
yellow for wing capturing and the blue
for water collection strictly based on
the 3d topology of the surface.

The second is an outcome based on an information mapping system for
developing tiling patterns on a built form.The tiling patterns are the
resultant of mapping a gradient image upon a surface (in relation with the
program which it hosts). Since different programs have different external
performance requirements as regards the volume they occupy, the light,
sound and wind conditions they would need as well as internal user based
intensity and nature of manipulation of a given surface condition, the
gradient pattern also differs in terms of color intensity and scale of the
projected tile (Figure 5b).This gradient based variable information map thus
provides a framework for selecting the scale, the maximum and minimum
ranges of kinetic adaptations and the type of component best suited for the
surface under speculation.
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2.3. Digital design and scripting routines
After the information modeling phase fine-tuning of the earlier developed
analogue models into specific material layers and adaptation topologies such
as insulation layers, rigid and elastic membranes, opening shapes, scale and
size and relative positioning of components in accordance with their
performance criteria is accomplished. In addition to this the aforementioned
notations registered through analogue component models is assimilated in
an associative three dimensional final digital model.The notational values in
terms of ratios of topological alterations in one dimension e.g. x and its
resultant affect on other dimensions e.g. y and z directions (in the form of
sliding, folding, pinching, stretching, rotating) are used for setting up a rule
system for mapping out the maximum and minimum structurally feasible
adaptation per component. Scripting routines for setting up parametric
relations between each constituting part per component were developed
using Grasshopper (a plug-in for Rhinoceros) as well as using Virtools
(a game design software) and Generative components (Figure 6).The
parametric relation set-up at a second level of iteration also dealt with an
integral automated structural system generation script for the Stomata
membrane group, which based on the nature of componential adaptation
and surface curvature variation, generated a space frame for housing
differential components.The space frame is conceived as a hollow steel
bone space-frame with integrated telescopic actuators. A process involving
dividing, setting points, adding curves, adding vectors, and adding surfaces
constituted the scripting logic. A variety of components for regulating light,
water, and wind based energy generation and their combinatorial population
are developed as digital representations at the end of this phase (Figure 7).
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$ Figure 5b. Information mapping
using the tiling technique on a given
morphology.The gradient based scale
and opening modifications of a typical
component can be seen on the
bottom right corner.

$ Figure 6.The water, wind and sun capturing components (below) as a result of the parametric logic for generating the skin
components and the structure as an integrated system (above).

$ Figure 7.The generated space frame with a scripted mapping of three component types; water, wind and air (shown below).
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2.4. Interaction design and ubiquitous communication
The digital component generation phase coupled together with varying
performance based combinatorial digital population of these components
went through a further iteration involving physically embedding sensors,
actuators and control systems within these components for actualizing the
proposed behavioral interaction concepts. Apart from developing elaborate
information data flow diagrams per skin system kinetic adaptations per
component geared towards storing, transporting or regulating
environmental factors (sun, wind and rain) are therefore carefully
choreographed using micro-controllers programmed by using MaxMSP &
Jitter. Out of the four research experiments, two experiments, namely the
Stomata membrane and the Hyper Human Heart convincingly showed
performative outcomes and are thus elaborated upon for in the following
sections from an informatics point of view.
a. Experiment 1:The stomata membrane
The Stomata membrane served as an excellent experiment for developing
self sustaining performative skin systems.The wind, water and light based
components (shown in Figure 7) develop ubiquitous communication
protocols via a carefully thought information exchange strategy as displayed
in Figure 8.
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# Figure 8. System architecture
diagram showing the sensing and
actuation routines involved per
component (light, water and
wind based)

The wind based energy generating components in the Stomata
membrane skin system host a rotary mechanism, which apart from being
strategically positioned in accordance with curvature variations of the
surface (in order to take advantage of wind pressure) host an external
optical moisture detector (humidity sensor) and a light sensor.The energy
resulting from the rotary motion caused by wind based current flow is
harvested to power central battery units.This power is further distributed
within the entire skin system for powering motors and linear actuators in
all other components.
The light based component hosts an external light sensor, in the form of a
photo array, a CCD or a CMOS determines a value corresponding to ambient
light conditions and compares this value with a predetermined comfort level
based light value per program.The comparative value is communicated to
embedded micro-controllers per light controlling component (made of
laminated double glass panels connected with telescopic actuators) in the
entire skin, thus initiating kinetic adaptations for controlling aperture openings
(via lifting up one edge of the laminated panel).
The water based component hosts an external humidity sensor which
specifically relays information about the level of moisture content and the
amount of water to micro-controllers in the water capturing components.
This value is directly related with the degree of opening to be created in the
water capturing component (made out of Neoprene polychloroprene and
connected with telescopic actuators) in order for it to channel and store rain
water in underground tanks.This stored gray water is then used for flushing
toilets and for watering plants and for washing purposes.The water capturing
component’s kinetic adaptations are also inversely connected with the level of
water stored within the underground tanks and are therefore capable of overriding opening instructions being relayed by the humidity sensors as and when
needed (Figure 6).Apart from relaying information to water controlling
components, the humidity sensor readings is also relayed to the light
controlling components micro controllers.The information pertaining to
rain and increased moisture when received by the light based component’s
micro-controllers thus result in shutting the laminated glass panels.
This self powering and self regulating characteristic of the entire
population (Figure 9) of the aforementioned Light,Water and Wind based
components from an experimental perspective displays a highly sustainable
operational logic for contemporary buildings.This self sustaining
environmental and technological confluence attained via the Stomata
research group thus proved to be a successful research experiment and an
apt exploration of the relationship between contextual information and
morphological adaptation in real-time.
b. Experiment 2:The hyper human heart
The Hyper Human Heart (HHH) skin research group, apart from
conducting extensive computational exploration like the Stomata groups,
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further specialized in developing a real-time light response and climate
control based interactive prototype by means of professionally collaborating
with an Ethylenetetrafluoroethulene cushion (ETFE) manufacturing company;
Buitink,The Netherlands. An ETFE cushion is primarily composed of two
thin sheets of a very strong and clear polymer, welded at their perimeters
such that the space between the two sheets can be filled with air. ETFE
cushions are usually inflated at 250-400 Pa with a small pump and topped up
intermittently.The developed component, takes the form of a flap based
shading system made out of PET foil in the form of two triangular movable
membranes (the movement of which is controlled by an integrated electroactive actuator connected to a motor) which are fixed internally along the
ETFE cushion perimeter (housed within) an ETFE cushion (Figure 10).
The movement patterns for the PET flaps were attained via a parametric
software; Generative Components©, in which simulations of the three
dimensional model of the flaps responding to the sun position were
developed (Figure 11).The PET flaps are layered with an electro-chromic
film, which can change its opacity levels relative to small amounts of
electrical current induction.The sandwiched component (Figure 12, 13) also
hosts a light sensor (for sensing external light conditions) attached to the
external frame and an ultra sonic range sensor (for sensing the proximity of
people from the skin) and a touch sensor on the internal surface of the
frame.
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$ Figure 9.Three dimensional
configuration of the water, wind and
light modulating components (above)
on a doubly curved surface.

$ Figure 10. Researchers working at
the Buitink Laboratory (above) and
the programmed microcontrollers
with integrated light, proximity and
touch sensors (below).

# Figure 11.The Generative
Components based simulation
showing the first row with different
sun directions and the second row
representing various opening
configurations of the PET flaps.

The readings from the external light sensor are relayed to a microcontroller embedded inside each component which is scripted using Max
MSP & Jitter for activating the embedded motors.The motors are in-turn
connected with an electro-active polymer tape based kinetic mechanism
which controls the movement of the internal PET foil membranes as a
direct response to external light conditions.The actuations of the two
motors per component are carefully regulated such that the internal flaps
are completely open when the sun angle is horizontal and is closed when
the sun angle is perpendicular (in order to allow diffused lighting instead of
harsh sunlight).
During the day, the opening system changes proportionally in
accordance with the solar inclination by a scripted routine which will
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$ Figure 12.View showing the internal structural make-up of the sandwich component.The ETFE sheets (1) are inflated and
connected to the C profiles (2) along their perimeter.The pointer (3) shows the connection point between one of the
movable extremities and the small rail in aluminium (that is welded to the C profile).The two movable membranes (4, 5)
have triangular shape and assume two opposite curvatures during their movement.

$ Figure 13.View showing the assembly details of the actuators and motors on the internal frame of the prototype and the
mounting of touch sensors on the external frame of the prototype.
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measure the angle between the sun direction on the x and y plane and the
perpendicular vector on the skin’s surface. This parametric skin therefore
remains closed (saving energy) during the night because the sun angle is
more than 90 degree. The ultra sonic range sensor and the touch sensor
on the other hand are activated by users from the inside of the building.
The ultra sonic range sensor can sense the movement of people in close
proximity of the skin. This sensed data after being processed by embedded
micro-controllers per component triggers corresponding components to
open their internal PET flaps as an immediate response thus providing
playful ever-changing skin patterns. All component on being touched,
register this touch via the embedded touch sensor. This reading overrides
the aforementioned external light response based actuation and instead
via the embedded micro-controller sends a direct response for the
motors to open the PET foil membrane to its maximal extent as well as
induce a light electric charge for changing the opacity level of the electro
chromic film from opaque to transparent. The skin can thus become fully
transparent or become a mirrored glass (with a transparency of 30%). The
touch sensor operates on a time frame basis: the duration of time for
which the touch sensor is pressed the more or less transparent the
electro-chromic film becomes. The system also has an inbuilt clock
(scripted using MAX/MSP/JITTER) which it uses to reset itself in the
default configuration (depending on the light sensor) after being out of
use for an hour.
In this way, a direct relation between users and the external skin is
created at any point in time thus resulting in emergent opening patterns
of the entire skin.The HHH group worked consistently at the Buitink
manufacturing plant, where engineers from Buitink helped mount the
internal PET system with embedded actuators and sensors to be encased
within a pressure pump inflated ETFE cushion thus creating one skin
component (Figure 14). The component thus developed is an excellent
example displaying how fundamental research and praxis can
collaboratively develop a meaningful environment based on the idea of
performance.

3. Component analysis
The Hyper Human Heart Project, after developing a physical real-time
interactive prototype under went a rigorous analysis session conducted by
Valentina Sumini at the Polytechnic of Turin, Italy.The results of this
computer-based daylight simulation, using Ecotect© and Radiance© [10], to
evaluate the performances of the prototype are exemplified upon in this
section. A daylight simulation to predict the amount of daylight available in a
building under selected sky conditions (static simulation) in combination
with Radiance©, a backward ray-tracer that can simulate indoor illuminance
distributions due to daylight is thus conducted.The indoor illuminance and
the shadow distribution based on a weather climate file of Milan, Italy, are
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subsequently calculated using the following method:The punctual indoor
daylight luminance is defined by the total luminous flux incident on a
surface, per unit area. It is therefore calculated as a sum of the direct
luminous flux, the indirect one and the reflected one: Ei = Ed + Er,e + Er,i
Where:
Ei _ internal illuminance [lux]
Ed _ direct illuminance [lux]
Er,e _ reflected external illuminance [lux]
Er,i _ reflected internal illuminance [lux]
To carry out this day-lighting analysis of the façade component a three
dimensional model of a generic room (2.40 m x 4.00 m x 2.70 m) was
prepared within which the prototype was located in the South façade.
This 3d model was then imported into the simulating program
(Ecotect©) where the climatic data of Milan, Italy was inserted in order to
calculate daylight illuminances in particular sky conditions. Ten
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$ Figure 14.The finished skin as an
assembly of three interactive
components with built-in microcontrollers and sensing and actuation
systems per component.

representative sky conditions using the CIE sky models (CIE stands for
Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage, an organisation devoted to
international cooperation and exchange of information on all matters
relating to the science and art lighting) were chosen for the simulation
purpose. The CIE overcast and clear sky models were specifically used
to analyze the behavior of the component under extreme day light
conditions and to calculate the daylight factor based indoor distribution
(Figure 15).
" Figure 15.Table displaying the
different simulation dates with the
proper values of solar altitude and
azimuth using the Milan climate data
(latitude 45.4° and longitude 9.3°).The
red images represent the internal PET
membranes. Each one has its own
curvature responding to the sun
position.

Considering that for each different value of solar altitude the two PET
membranes, inside the ETFE cushion, acquire a particular configuration, ten
three dimensional models of the room hosting a different curvature of the
PET membranes is subsequently built. Material properties for the
component such as its optical properties (as a data input) have been
simplified and applied to the aforementioned configurations by taking the
visual transmittance and the reflectance aspects into consideration.
Three conditions hosting the following optical properties are finally
selected (Figure 16):
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•
•
•

Mirrored condition considering a spectrally selective double glazing
with a visual transmittance of 30%
Semi-transparent condition with a generic, spectrally selective double
glazing having a visual transmittance of 60%
Transparent condition with the ETFE sheets having a visual
transmittance of 90% and reflectivity of 1%

mirrored

semi-transparent

transparent

! Figure 16.Table displaying
Transparency and Reflectance values
for the three optic conditions

0,30

0,60

0,90

Transparency

0,65

0,35

0,01

Reflectance

3.1. Daylight performance of the prototype
The following tables (Figure 17 – 26) show, for each defined sky condition,
the value of the external illuminance, the internal illuminance (minimal,
maximal and average) and the indoor illuminance ratio between the
! Figure 17.Table showing the
results of the daylight analysis on
the 21st June at 7 a.m.
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" Figure 18.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
June at 9 a.m.

aforementioned three different membranes conditions (mirrored, semitransparent, transparent) and a common window (a glass plate with the
same shape of the component).The glass plate has the same optical
properties of the transparent condition with a visual transmittance of 90%
and a reflectivity of 1%.The difference between the average internal
illuminance values between the four different simulations is owing to the
concave and convex geometry of the component.The first row of images
shows the indoor punctual illuminances at ground level while the second
one reveals the three dimensional distribution of illuminance.The range has
been set equal for the three membranes status and for the glass plate.The
average values are quite similar and the ratio between them presents the
same ratio we have between their visual transmittance.
In the simulation results shown in Figure 19 a comparison between the
proposed component and a common window is presented. Interestingly, the
average value in the mirror condition is merely 10% of the glass plate.This
presents a positive front which highlights the capacity of the component to
filter the direct luminous flux.The shadow intensity is proportional to the
illuminance value but in this case however it was not possible to determine
if the shape of the component affected the shadow distribution in any way.
In the simulation results shown in Figure 20 the internal illuminance is
concentrated in the Eastern part of the room, because of the sun position,
while in the other parts of the room a uniform distribution is attained. In
such solar conditions the part of the room, close to the façade, is also
affected by glare conditions.
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! Figure 19.Table showing the
results of the daylight analysis on
the 21st June at 11 a.m.

! Figure 20.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
June at 1 p.m.
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" Figure 21.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
December at 9 a.m.

On December the sun altitude is lower and the illuminance is more
distributed in depth (Figure 22).
" Figure 22.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
December at 11 a.m.
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In the simulation results shown in Figure 23 the shadow distribution is
influenced by the shape of the ETFE pillows and the internal membranes
they host.This layered system leads to a change in the intensity of the
shadows and result in generation of additional shadows (corresponding to
the openings of the internal membranes).
In the simulation results shown in Figure 24, the shape of the three
dimensional grid conveys that the illuminance has reached an articulate
distribution localised in the Eastern part of the room.
The illuminance distribution is very concentrated in the month of March.
The next two simulations highlight this considerably due to the similarity in
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$ Figure 23.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
December at 1 p.m.

$ Figure 24.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
March at 9 a.m.

the illuminance distribution shape even in different locations, due to the sun
movement (Figure 25, 26).

3.2. Simulation results with the component
populated over the entire façade
In addition to the aforementioned simulations, another set of simulation
with the same component being populated (southward facing) over the
entire façade (Figure 27) of the room were developed.This simulation is
developed by placing the work plane at a desk plane level (0.8 m) the grid
values will thus be located at this height.
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It was found that the illuminance distribution in the two simulations
(Figure 28) results for the month of June and December is very different. In
June the solar altitude is higher than in December and this fact results in a
lower value of the external illuminance on the South façade as compared to
the results in June where the highest value of external illuminance is on the
roof of the room and not in the South façade.The internal illuminance
distribution due to the sun position shows that in June, since the sun is
much higher, the solar penetration is lower and is thus concentrated in the
first part of the room (close to the façade) than in December.
The three dimensional image of the illuminance concentration in
December corresponds with the geometry of the façade and the shape of
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$ Figure 25.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
March at 11 a.m.

$ Figure 26.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
March at 1 p.m.

the opaque frame. If we look at the illuminance diagram of the same date
and hour with just three components, instead of the whole façade
populated with the component, one can notice that the distribution of the
highest values is shifted.This is due to the presence of other ETFE cushions
and membranes. It can thus be rightfully said that the shape of the façade
does affect the reflections inside the room.

3.3. Daylight factors
In order to characterize the daylight situation at a point inside the room
the daylight factor was also calculated. The daylight factor is a common
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! Figure 27. Image displaying the
room considered for the simulation.

parameter defined as the ratio of the indoor illuminance at a point of
interest to the outdoor horizontal illuminance under the overcast CIE sky.
The daylight factor depends only on the building model and is defined as:
DF =
670

Ed + Er,e + Er,i
Ei
=
EE,H
Ee,h
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$ Figure 28.Table showing the results
of the daylight analysis on the 21st
June and 21st December at 11 a.m.

where:
Ei _ punctual indoor illuminance
Ee,h _ outdoor horizontal illuminance
The recommended ranges defined by British Standards Institution
suggest that the average daylight factor should not be less than 5%, if

" Figure 29.Table showing the
results of the daylight factor
analysis in two extreme
conditions: transparent and
mirrored.

electric lighting is not normally used during daytime and not less than 2% if
electric lighting is to be used throughout daytime.
The US Green Building Council’s green building rating system for
new constructions and major renovations version gives a one point credit if
a minimum daylight factor of 2% is achieved in 75% of all spaces that are
occupied (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design LEED 2.1).
The results obtained in from Figure 29 demonstrate that the daylight
factor near the work plane in mirrored condition does not correspond with
the above mentioned values. On the contrary, when the membranes are
totally transparent the average daylight factor is quite high. It was thus
deduced that a better solution can be achieved when the entire façade is
constituted by semi-transparent membranes or a mix of mirror and semitransparent ones.
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However, the fact that the system in itself is highly interactive, could also
lead to user-oriented daylight management solutions where either via the
proximity based façade augmentation or the tough sensor based adaptations
can result in a variable component states and therefore affect the daylight
factor considerably. In order to test such a scenario a third simulation (User
condition) with a mixture of opacity gradients of the components (some are
transparent and the others are a mix of semi-transparent, transparent and
mirrored) is embarked upon (Figure 30).
The obtained illuminance values in the user condition are very high and
probably not realistic, considering that a user will never set this façade

! Figure 30.Table showing the results
of a possible interaction of the façade
system with the users on the 21st
June and 21st December at 11 a.m.
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system in order to have 45000 lux in the room. It would thus be more
useful to repeat these simulations in an overcast CIE sky.

3.4. Conclusion of the analysis
In conclusion of the analysis, it was proven that this smart component
will serve its performative cause only if it interacts with its users as an
integrated feature.This innovative façade element could also be simplified
possibly in the façade’s highest areas which people can not access. A
possible simplification could consist of inserting just one instead of two
movable PET membranes with an electrochromatic film overlay (this could
also be in the form of a non-movable membrane with an electrochromic
glass).This electrochromatic membrane could change transparency
according to the external illuminance values and with some iteration in the
software system could also develop interaction abilities similar to the
current prototype.

4. Conclusion
The Performative skins research apart from showcasing the benefits of
working in an inter-disciplinary manner displayed a vital linkage between the
fields of Informatics and Design.The Morphogenomic basis for understanding
the critical linkage between shape and form and its inherent association with
contextual information and the quintessential issues of performance are thus
methodically captured in the aforementioned research projects.
The initial hypothesis of experimenting with the phenomenon of
Adaptation in its various forms: structural, physiological and behavioral, in
order to produce self-sustaining, user oriented and real-time interactive skin
systems developed into a successful socio-technical reality and is thus seen
as a vital phenomenon for conceiving performance driven design solutions.
The skins therefore not only set new standards in the area of ubiquitous
communication but also pave the way for a co-evolutionary design
informatics driven sustainable future. A confluence of environmental, social
and technological parameters operating in an interdependent manner as
exhibited in this research article thus not only shows a novel interdisciplinary methodology for sustainable development in the AEC sector
but, from a performance driven perspective enhances the comfort level,
social interaction and environmental conditions within the living
environment.
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